
Why TT Rockstars? 

- Children need to be able to recall all times tables up to 12 x 12 

by the age of 9. 

- Strong times tables knowledge helps with accessing curriculum 

in KS2. 

- Research shows that daily practice is the best strategy for 

learning facts/speed recall. 

- Daily short bursts more effective than longer practice sessions.  
  



Why TT Rockstars? 

- Fun, engaging way for children to practice times tables facts 

- Children enthusiastic about in-game rewards 

- Children can challenge each other and compete against other 

classes 

- In-game algorithm which helps to select appropriate times 

tables for your child 
  



Account details Shop – customise 

rock star avatar 
Different available games for practice 



Garage 

- best for mastering ‘tricky’ tables 

- 10 coins per correct answer 

- 60 seconds to answer as many questions as possible 

- Questions  

selected by  

algorithm based  

on child’s needs. 

 

 
  



Studio 

- Any times tables up to 12 x 12 

- Answer as many as you can in 60 seconds 

- Works out child’s mean speed over 10 games 

- 1 coin per correct answer 

 

Soundcheck 

- Any times tables up to 12 x 12 

- 25 questions 

- 6 seconds for each question 

- Very similar to Year 4 tables check 

 

 

 
  



Multiplayer - Arena 

- Play against classmates at the same time 

- Does show rankings from the game at the end 

- Children will get different questions based on their 

needs (a Y3 child could beat a Y6 child) 



Multiplayer - Festival 

- Play against players from around the world. 

- Any times tables up to 12 x 12 

 

Multiplayer - Rockslam 

- Challenge another player from our school 

- Any times tables up to 12 x 12 

- Both players get the same questions 

- Not playing at the same time 



Why Spelling 
Shed? 

- We want our children to leave us as good spellers. 

-  Children sit a spelling test with words from all KS2 rules in end 

of KS2 SATS tests. 

- Research shows that daily practice is the best strategy for 

learning facts. 

- Daily short bursts more effective than longer practice sessions.  
  



Why Spelling 
Shed? 

- Fun, engaging way for children to learn weekly spellings 

- Children enthusiastic about in-game rewards 

- Varying levels of difficulty for children to self-manage, 

meaning majority can achieve. 



Children will still receive  

weekly spellings and be 

 tested on them. 





account options change avatar 

spelling games 



spelling lists to practice 

(set by teacher and 

including this week’s 

spellings) 

change avatar 

rewards 



click to play 



word: hesitancy, medium difficulty 

word: proceed, extreme difficulty 

Through earning points, 

children can earn honeypots 

which they can then ‘spend’ on 

customising their avatars. 



click to play 



Most importantly… 

- Safe for children to use 

- Even children can not see each other’s real names 

- No photo/video/messenger service 

- Only communication is through challenges – no personal 

messages 

 
  


